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“All the people at 
the Asia Pacific Superyachts
agencies are real pros, 
and have
incredible experience and
local knowledge”
Captain Chris Walsh, 
M.Y. Archimedes
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About Us

INDONESIA

WELCOME TO INDONESIA - Indonesia has the largest archipelago in the world
with more than 17,500 beautiful islands to visit. Cruising between the Indonesian
islands you will be amazed of the diversity, the culture and the personality of each
and every island. There is a reason why Indonesia’s national motto is “Unity in
Diversity”. APS Indonesia was established in 2008 to service the growing numbers
of yachts coming to explore the biggest and most diverse cruising grounds on
the planet. Since then we have worked with hundreds of yachts and helped to
bring Indonesia into the mainstream of Superyacht cruising in the Asia Pacific
region.
Our expertise is in logistical support - when you cover 15,000 islands, you need to
be good at making things happen and our team is at the forefront in Indonesia.
APS has supported some of the biggest yachts on wide ranging expeditions
spanning thousands of miles. We have landed helis in jungles previously
inaccessible; explored active volcanoes and swum with whale sharks.
We have also been able to provide clean fuel in far out places, pioneer a system
for Duty Free spares and provide the best docking facilities in Benoa Harbour.
In short we love what we do and enjoy giving all our yachts the best service we
can so they can explore and discover the wonders of Indonesia.

Thomas Taatjas

AGENT CONTACT
8°44’26.87” S
115°12’46.15” E
+62 811 3867 322
+62 36175 9723

Indonesia Kompleks
Perkantoran, Simpang
Siur Square Blok D2,
Jalan Setiabudi, Kuta,
Bali, Indonesia

thomas@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

PRIVATE JET CHARTERS

LAND ACTIVITIES

HELICOPTER TOURS

CAR RENTAL

PROVISIONS

OUR SERVICES
OUR SERVICES TO THE CAPTAINS
Cruise planning in our region
Clearance in our region
Visa and bond arrangements
Dockage and pilot arrangements
Helicopter authorization
Charter license
GSM cards and SAT TV decoder rentals
Charts
Parcel or express mail clearance and export
Shipyard coordination
Accounting and banking facilities
Charter APA and tax management

FUEL SUPPLY

DOCK ARRANGEMENTS

OUR SERVICES TO THE DECK OFFICERS
OUR SERVICES TO THE ENGINEERS
Duty free fuel
Jet fuel and gasoline
Lube oil supply and used oil / Sludge removal
Engine parts and supplies
Repairs and maintenance jobs
Metal fabrication

OUR SERVICES FOR INTERIOR
Carpet cleaning
Flower arrangements
Interior cleaning supplies
Appliance repairs and maintenance
Laundry and dry cleaning
Beauty & grooming products

HOTEL RESERVATIONS
High quality crew uniforms (Musto Uniforms)
Deck parts and supplies with discounts
Day workers
Repairs and maintenance jobs
Security and ISPS arrangements
Warehousing

OUR SERVICES TO THE GALLEY
OUR SERVICES TO OWNERS & CHARTER GUESTS
Car rental at preferred rates
Airport meet& greet and transport
Charter planes and helicopters
Concierge services
Cruise planning and itineraries
Dive guides
Guided tours and excursions
Hotel bookings at preferred rates
Massage, spa and beauty care
Traditional dance shows in various islands
Yacht and fishing boat charter

Fresh provisions
Beverages and wine supplies
Galley parts and supplies
Wine tasting

OUR SERVICES TO THE CREW
Banking assistance
Medical care
Preferred rates on many hotels
Car hire and tours
Travel arrangements

ITINERARY
COMPILED BY: Jimmy Blee & Richard Lofthouse
Asia pacific Superyachts Indonesia
SECTION 1 – Trip Itinerary
Program Overview
Day 1: Bali to Moyo
Bali, Island of the Gods. The Gods must have been asleep
when they made facilities for superyachts. Changes
are afoot and we hope to see more international class
facilities in the future both here and further afield.
Nevertheless, we’ll do all the Clearances, fueling,
provisions etc. here prior to Guest arrival. Once done
head East to Moyo to standby for guest arrival.
Guest arrival into Ngurah Rai airport DPS will be VIP
cleared through airport, picked up and delivered to
the Charter float plane.
The float plane will depart for an approx 1 hr flight
from Bali, over the stunning Rinjani volcano in Lombok
(they’ll even circle time or two to get some photos) and
onwards to Moyo Island where we will land on the water
right next to where the boat is sitting waiting.

INDONESIA Program Overview
Day 2: Moyo & Satonda
This beautiful nature reserve is located off the NW
tip of Sumbawa. It provides a great anchorage as
well as wonderful snorkeling and land activity. Upon
approach you see a jetty and set in the jungle, almost
camouflaged, are 20 white luxury tents – the amazing
Amanwana resort
(http://www.amanresorts.com/amanwana/home.
aspx)
We can spend half a day in Moyo – snorkeling/diving/
beach. We can use Aman resort facilities if required
(charged for of course) and can organize land tours to a
beautiful waterfall through them. They have a very nice
restaurant for lunch too before we move to Satonda
where we can visit crater lake, beach & snorkeling.
Enjoy the fruit bats taking off in search of food at sunset,
flying right over the boat before we continue east
overnight.
Day 3:
Morning: North Sangeang
Sangeang is a beautiful, round volcanic island. It was
evacuated during its last major eruption in 1982 and
remains active today. Fringed by black sand beaches
you can explore on foot, or snorkel/ dive on beautiful
colourful coral reefs and volcanic bubble field. If you
get cold underwater you can warm your hands in the
thermal vents, hot enough to cook an egg in 5 minutes!
Afternoon Banta Island
Banta Island lies just outside the Komodo National Park
yet is arguably as beautiful. Several semicircular bays
offer great protected anchorages perfect for water
sports. The diving is outstanding, from current swept
submerged reefs to one of the best night dives on
the trip. There is also an easy 30 minute hill climb for a
spectacular sunset vista back into the bay.

Day 4: North Komodo
Spend the morning diving /beach/ snorkeling and, of
course, looking at/out for dragons!! The bay at Batu
Moncho is secluded and protected with beautiful reefs
and beaches.
The offshore island of Gili Lawalaut is the launch point
for some of the fishiest diving in the area. Current swept
reefs are home to different species of pelagic fish and
sharks which have benefitted from the protection of the
area since it was made a World Heritage Site in 1980
Day 5: Dragon Trekking in Rinca & evening pink beach
in Padar
We meet our local trekking guide at the ranger station
in Loh Buaya, north Rinca. Depending on the wishes of
the guests we can walk for 30 minutes, 2 hours or half
a day to a hilltop viewpoint. Keep your eyes peeled
for buffalo, deer, birdlife and of course, the Komodo
Dragons. These prehistoric reptiles have recently been
identified as the largest venomous animal on the planet.
Stay as a group and respect the rules of the National
Park!
Relocate the boat over lunch to the natural harbour of
Padar. The dragon population was driven off by wildfire
decades ago, so Padar offers safe unaccompanied
walking. From the eastern bay it is a gentle 20 minute
walk over the hill to the west side of the island. Look out
for huge herds of deer and enjoy the view to the west.
A beautiful pink beach – much bigger and less visited
than its famous cousin on Komodo island itself, provisions
can be brought around by tender for the perfect late
afternoon / sunset.

From the eastern bay it is a gentle 20 minute walk
over the hill to the west side of the island. Look out for
huge herds of deer and enjoy the view to the west. A
beautiful pink beach – much bigger and less visited
than its famous cousin on Komodo island itself, provisions
can be brought around by tender for the perfect late
afternoon / sunset
Day 6: South Komodo and South Rinca
Spend the morning in Loh Sera – another beautiful sandy
bay, just around the corner from the world class Manta
Alley diving/snorkeling spot. Get up close and personal
with these gentle giants of the ocean as they filter the
rich, cool planktonic waters with gaping mouths.
Relocate over lunch to the picturesque Horseshoe Bay
in South Rinca and watch the Komodo Dragons come
right down to the ocean in the afternoon cool. Nesting
sea eagles display their fishing prowess, and keen divers
braving the cool water will be rewarded with the richest
reefs and the coolest critters of the trip.
Overnight Run to Labuan Bajo for Day 7 departure. If Day
8 is departure day, there is much more to see and do.
We have barely scratched the surface of the diving on
offer in the north section of the park. The tribal villages
of South Flores offer a unique glimpse of isolated culture
and customs. This itinerary option would allow for an
extra day in any one location according to your guests
preferences. If time permits we head North by road to
see a tribal Caci dance – a spectacular warrior dance
unique to Flores.

Drop guests to Labuan Bajo Airport in the morning
From here, 2 options:
1.Private Jet: We have positioned the private jet to
Labuan Bajo (1400m runway). However, we cannot
clear the country from here so would have to fly back
to Bali, clear out and then proceed home from there.
2.Commercial: If the above is unnecessarily costly and
difficult, we can fly either commercial or charter from
Lab Bajo back to Bali where we meet the private jet or
onward International flight.
SECTION 2 – SUMMARY
We hope this overview provides a clearer picture of the
options available and the amazing experience that
Indonesia offers. We will have some time on arrival to
fine tune and run through this with some charts to get
a clear picture.
Our main job as agents in this part of the world is
providing logistical and technical support to our clients
and as such, we expect to be on call 24/7 and to be
very hands on. Indonesia is a very hands-on environment
and most things have to be done face-to-face to gain
any kind of favorable result. This trip is designed to give
you a taste of many of the adventures available. Hope
all the above maps out the bones of the next few weeks
and we look forward to the Indonesian adventures to
come!
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